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Amy Wisth &
Cassia Roxas
In the blockbuster movie “The Heat,” popular
actresses Sandra Bullock and Melissa McCarthy
portray two very different law-enforcement
agents who team up together. At Peoples Home
Loans in Morganville, New Jersey, mortgage
bankers Amy Wisth & Cassia Roxas say the
movie best describes them to a T – as polar
opposites whose strengths and weaknesses
perfectly complement each other. Cassia says
about their partnership “As an entertainer by
nature, I have the ability to read and understand
people. I’m able to educate our clients about
mortgages and walk them through the process
while Amy finalizes the figures and works
behind the scenes to get the deals made.”
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With 20 years of lending experience under her
belt, Amy’s worn a variety of hats in the mortgage
industry. Having full control of each transaction
from application to closing enables the duo to
give their clients constant updates on the status
of their loans, which goes a long way toward
helping ease the stress that is often associated
with the homebuying process. Combined with
Cassia’s expertise in marketing and business
development, the two are easily able to dis
tinguish themselves in the Jersey Shore area
– where they do a majority of their business.
While their primary focus is at the Shore, they
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are licensed to do mortgages in all states,
with the exception of Maryland.
Amy and Cassia credit Peoples Home
Loans with giving them the tools necessary
to provide superior service to their clients
and REALTOR® part
ners alike. “Every
loan and every client is different,” Amy
says. “Peoples is like the hardware store…
we can go to our VP and say ‘we don’t need
a hammer, but we need a wrench,’ and they
have the tool no matter what the situation.
They’re the most im
pressive company
we’ve ever worked for!”
Client testimonials often mention the pair’s
responsiveness and tendency to focus on
solutions rather than problems. “My wife
and I were faced with a tough situation and
tight deadline in turning around a mortgage
approval and commitment,” one happy
buyer wrote on Zillow. “Amy and her team
stepped in and got us through the process
as promised. The entire experience was a
pleasant one. Every member of her team
was professional, courteous and encour
aging. Amy was a joy to work with. Great
experience all around!”
When Cassia isn’t preparing mortgage
educational seminars, strengthening her
professional relationships and creating
Raving Fans – and when Amy isn’t
working with an underwriter to help a
mortgage close on time, if not early – the
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two spend time volunteering with
various char
ities, including the
Wounded Warrior Project and Shore
Dreams for Kids. As often as you’ll
find Amy de-stressing at the gym,
you’re just as apt to hear Cassia
performing with her band – although
their differences pale in comparison
to a shared belief in having the right
attitude and “doing the right thing”
for their clients, no matter what.

“We love helping people fulfill their
dreams,” says Amy and Cassia.
“When you’re able to get up every
day and go to work with amazing
coworkers and customers, it doesn’t
feel like a job. Helping our clients
build a lifetime of memories is the
most rewarding thing about working
in this industry… We believe in
what we do and that’s what makes
us successful.”

For more information about Amy Wisth (NMLS # 180855) or Cassia Roxas
(NMLS # 1332777) of Peoples Home Loans (NLMLS # 690890, Member FDIC,
Equal housing lender) in Morganville, New Jersey, please call
732-810-0599 or email awisth@bankingunusual.com
or croxas@bankingunusual.com
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